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1. Abstract: 

 

We found that low sperm counts and other impaired biomarkers predict differential in survival 

among otherwise healthy subjects in a long-term fertility follow-up. Here we report on possi-

ble hidden effects of the heterogeneous composition of the sample. Thus, the differences in 

lifespan for men with lower sperm concentration might be an artefact because of presence for 

unobserved heterogeneity. A convenient way to demonstrate the intensity of heterogeneity on 

the population hazard could be done in use of Frailty Models regarding the individual frailty. 

Heterogeneity can be indicated as the variance in frailty. If 2σ  = 0 indicates no heterogeneity 

while with increasing value of 2σ  the effect of heterogeneity become more relevant and leads  

in extreme cases to an unimodal shape of the hazard function. The final intention of our re-

search project is the estimation of the hazard function for fertile and subfertile men under con-

sideration of diversity in age-structure and some hidden effects of co-morbidity regarding the 

diseases of the genitourinary. 
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2. Introduction 

 

The validity of epidemiological studies have to be mistrusted in case if the hidden effects of 

composition in subgroups for example differences in age-structure or individual risks will not 

be considered in many analysis. For some cases the estimation or the comparison of individ-

ual hazard rates or population intensities become more weak if the subgroups are too hetero-

geneous. The modelling of population intensities or hazard rates may often be effected by two 

mayor reasons. 

 

1. The individual hazard changes over time and during cohorts. 

2. The self-selection of higher-risks individuals leads to an earlier withdrawal in the risk 

population. The high-risk population will eventually turn to a low-risk population. 

 

Most of all previous studies in context of the association of life span and fertility status 

showed any significant differences in mortality between fertile and subfertile men.  

In a thesis (Groos, 2006) about the lifespan of men with fertile and subfertile fertility status 

indicates one 1.43 higher risk to fail for subfertile men according to men with normal sperm 

counts. The lower lifespan for men with a lower sperm counts could be an artefact because of 

the heterogeneous composition of the two subgroups. If the individual risk is still much higher 

in the indicated higher risk subgroup from beginning at time of observation the selection of 

the so called “bad” risks initially can be proceed much faster and may leads to the Mortality 

Cross over one of the paradoxical effects for heterogeneity. Multiplicative effects (in genetics 

or health) of risk factors could be answerable for this phenomenon of the Mortality Cross over 

but their impact diminished with ages. Rothman, Greenland (1998) show in a study of British 

doctors the influence of smoking on coronary death declines with ages. 

In this paper we want to prove the effect of heterogeneity in order to defective survival 

curves. The intention of our research isn’t only focused on testing the effect of heterogeneity 

more over we want to implicate indicators for evaluating the intensities. A convenient way to 

demonstrate the intensity of heterogeneity on the population hazards could be done by using 

Frailty Models.  The advantages of the models are not focusing only on the estimations for the 

regression between the hazards and the covariates more over to capture diversities on the in-

dividual hazards (the frailty).  More precisely the variance in individual frailty can be account 

for some misleading or controversial results for instance by the comparison the estimations of 

the Proportional Hazard Models with Parametric Models like the Frailty Gamma Models. The 
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Frailty Model not only takes for granted the existence of heterogeneity it can also measure the 

intensities of heterogeneity. If  the individual frailty variance 2σ =0 indicates no heterogene-

ity while with increasing value of 2σ the effect of heterogeneity becomes more relevant and 

leads to unimodal shape of the hazard function resulting in feasible wrong interpretations for 

the estimated parameters.  More over some conclusions of our findings could lead to some 

potential recommendation to preserve some restriction of the models in allowing more covari-

ates like age-specific or chronic diseases affecting the testicular malposition or some genetic 

reasons accounting for differences in individual frailty in infertility and survival. 

 

3. Methods 

 

In most of the studies analysing survival in populations, typically only a few covariates like 

age or sex are known. But there are more other variables also influence on survival for exam-

ple health status, life style, smoking, occupation and genetic risk factors. But it is nearly al-

ways impossible to include all important risk factors perhaps because we have little or no in-

formation on the individual level. The relevance of these risks factors or even that the factors 

exist is also often unknown.  For successive data analysis we have to consider two different 

sources of variability in duration data: first the theoretically predictable variability for the risk 

factors being observed and second the fact of heterogeneity which is theoretically unpredict-

able. 

Hougaard (1991) justifies a separate analysis for hidden heterogeneity because these unob-

served effects could lead to some unexpected results or to alternative interpretations for de-

creasing or non-proportional hazards. In special cases the individuals with higher risk tend to 

more frail and die much faster and turn to a more or less selected group with lower risks. The 

estimation for the individual hazards without considering the unobserved frailty could be re-

sulting in an overestimation for the hazard function. Treating these selection effects could be 

done by a Mixture(gamma) Frailty Model. The assumption follows by a mixture of individu-

als with different risks and the hidden effects are defined by a mixture variable called the 

frailty. The frailty is a random variable implicating different statistical distributions like bi-

nary, gamma and log-normal showing the qualitative and quantitative differences. The vari-

ance of the frailty in populations determines the degree of heterogeneity in the study popula-

tion.  

The so called “basic” Frailty Model based on the assumption of the proportional hazard mod-

els being affected conditional on the random effect (frailty). The individual hazard only de-
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pends on an unobservable, age-independent random variable Z, which acts multiplicatively on 

the baseline function 0µ . 

)()( 0 xZx µµ =  

Z is a random mixture variable, varying across the population. The scale factor (function for 

age of death) is common to all individuals with a given equal baseline hazard function 0µ  and 

a frailty distribution standardized to EZ = 1. The variance parameter )(2
ZV=σ indicates the 

intensities of heterogeneity across the population in baseline risk. If the value of 2σ is small, 

then Z converge to 1. But when 2σ is increasing Z become more loose and the individual haz-

ard 0µ  has been higher effected by heterogeneity. As general assumption Z is a gamma-

distributed random variable ( )( )λ,~ kGZ  with mean 1 and variance 2σ , then λ=k , and 
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for homogenous populations )()( 0 xx µµ = , with variance 2σ =0 and individual frailty =1. 

 

Then one follows the L’Hộpital rule with ),())(exp()( 0 xSxHxS =−→  (see also Abramowitz 

and Stegun 1972) to demonstrate the correlation between the death rate and survival function. 

Only for the homogenous cases the assumption of the proportional characteristics from death 

rate and lifespan will not be violated, because the reduction in death rates on one level will be 

resulting in an extension of the life expectation on the same level. The risk of dying is corre-

sponding for all individuals by the given age.  In fact, the population characteristics like haz-

ard, survival function and the average lifespan are valid for all members of the population, 

when the cumulated parameters for the hazards etc. could be construed as the mean factors for 

the surviving individuals. In most of all epidemiological studies the population for different 

subgroups don’t tend to be homogenous. For theses cases the simple assumption for the popu-

lation hazard being the average hazard among for the individuals have to be relativized.  
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Vaupel el. (1979) suggested a gamma distribution for the variation in values for the frailties in 

the study population. The use of a gamma distribution for the frailty variation have two essen-

tial advantages: First the frailty distribution of the survivors at any given age follows a gamma 

distribution specified with the same shape parameter but a different scale parameter, second 

the frailty distribution among person dying at any age is also gamma distributed with an in-

creasing shape parameter by one and a scale parameter, as a function for the age of death. The 

gamma distribution is one of the most flexible statistical distributions and can be used alterna-

tively for any other distributions. 

But it has to be mention that there aren’t any biological reasons existing to specify the motiva-

tion in use for the gamma distribution. The unexplained heterogeneity (frailty) can be un-

shared or shared among individuals. If individuals are sharing the frailty it is common to a 

several group of individuals leading to slight different estimations for regression coefficients, 

but the decisive differences can be detected for the Cox Model and the Frailty Model. 

The following example will show the variation in estimation for the covariates the Propor-

tional Hazard Model in comparison to the Frailty Gamma Model. We just refer to a study of 

McGilchrist and Aisbett (1991) who have studied the time to infection in kidney catheters for 

dialysis patients. The 82 patients enrolled in the study adapt one or more (highest to 8) obser-

vation periods. A subset of the data includes the first two observation periods of 38 patients. 

For simplification the analysis was restricted in using only the two covariates age and sex and 

the two observation periods as independent variable. The analysis for the fitness of a Cox 

Model for the data was first presented by Hougaard (2000). 

 

Table 1 

Proportional hazard Cox unshared gamma frailty

age 0.0022 (0.0092) 0.0067 (0.0124)

gender -0.0820 (0.3000) -1.770 (0.0610)

σ
2

1.510 (0.980)  

                        Estimates for log relative hazards and log likelihoods for various shared frailty models,  

                                 for catheter infection data (Hougaard 2000) 

 

Table 1 shows the not corresponding results for the estimated values of the covariates for the 

Cox Model and the Frailty Model. The estimates for the Cox Model seem to be biased down-

wards when the effects of unobserved heterogeneity will not be captured. The Frailty Gamma 

Model is able to treat the hidden heterogeneity but the high value for the standard deviation 

doesn’t clarify the existence of no unobserved heterogeneity. When 2σ =0 is valid for the 

Frailty Gamma Model, then it can be reduced to the standard Cox Proportional Hazards 
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Model (a semi-parametric approach). Because of its unspecified baseline hazard the intention 

of the Proportional Hazard Model is only focusing on the estimation of the regression directly 

on the population hazard and the covariates. On the one hand the estimation procedures be-

come more simplified without the need to frame any assumption for the individual hazard. 

But on the other hand the specification of the hazard function in the Cox Model only depends 

on the impact of parametric modelling for the covariate-vector (partial-likelihood). In using a 

partial-likelihood-approach the shapes of the function neither nor the full intensities of the 

population hazard could be identified. 

With following analysis we want to prove if there are any hidden effects of heterogeneity can 

be detected for our data set. Although the frame of our work is to retain which approach the 

Frailty Gamma Model or the standard Cox Model is reliable for our regression estimates and 

the specification of the hazard function. 

 

4. Data set 

 

The data set includes all infertility patients who had attended the fertility and sterility office of 

the department of andrology at Marburg University Hospital for semen analysis between 1949 

and 1998 who were born before 1942. Until now we have analyzed more than 2.000 medical 

records. After excluding cases for diseases which were identified that might be effect fertility, 

we have to distinguish between two subgroups. The first will include fertile and the second 

subfertile men. The assignment to both groups was carried out by the analysis of semen sam-

ples on the basis of medical records by sperm concentration which allows according to the 

WHO declaration a classification to infertile by a sperm concentration of less than 20 Mio. 

per mL  and to fertile men by ≥20 Mio. per mL.  Otherwise it is useful to divided the subfer-

tile cases into azoospermics with none sperms in ejaculate and into oligospermics with less 

than 20 Mio. but more than zero sperms in ejaculate because we would expect differences in 

survival within the subfertile subgroup. For our actual analysis we include patients who have 

died until that date so that the youngest were at an age of 65 years. Excluded are men of other 

ethnicities because we cannot rule out differences in health status and living conditions be-

tween people with foreign nationalities. 
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Table 2 Classification for sperm concentration WHO (1999) 

sperm concentration fertility status 

≥ 20 Mio./mL fertile normosperm 

< 20 Mio./mL oligosperm 

0 Mio./mL 

subfertile 

azoosperm 

 

Our data set contains 2297 cases thereof 890 will be lost to follow up because it was not pos-

sible to identify the status of vitality for these cases. Therefore our estimations for the survival 

only refer to 1407 males with fertile or infertile status. Suddenly we would not expect a higher 

lost to follow up quota for the azoospermic cases because patients might be exposed in higher 

risks of physical constrictions staying longer under medical surveillance. Not very surprising 

are the higher intensities for azoospermic males in row death rates because of the fact of an 

decreasing amounts in sperms is related with maturing ages followed by higher mortality. 

(According to the mean age of first examination one can’t specify any difference into the 

three subgroups.) 

 

Table 3   Descriptives for azoosperm, oligosperm and normosperm patients  

 

 

 

5. Results 

 

5.1 Nonparametric estimates 

 

For both subgroups one can detect an increase for the failure rates at 20 years after the day of 

first examination. Subfertile cases (see Chart 1) purpose to be less fail during 20 and 40 then 

the hazards, because their curve runs slightly under the estimated curves for the fertile ones. 

In comparison for the three subgroups ( azoospermic, oligospermic and normospermic) more 

surprise is founded of the runs for the hazards of normospermic and oligospermic (see Chart 
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2) cases are more similar to each other more than for the might expected in equality for oli-

gospermic and azoospermic cases.  Referring to the results in Table 3 one can’t conclude any 

significant differences in hazards according fertility status.  

 

Table 3   Test for equality of survivor function 

 

 

Regarding age-specific effects in the regression models will lead to more reliable results for 

the estimations precisely to analyse differences in failure for fertile and subfertile males. Be-

cause of the fact that the sperm counts is decreasing with matured age one possibly can detect 

higher hazards for any subgroup. Also the impact of the age-specific effects on the survival 

can be more intensive then concealing the “real” effects of different fertility status predicting 

the difference in survival. More over our data set includes the information of male fertility 

status for different cohorts with the oldest individual born in 1892 and the youngest ones born 

in 1942. The observed variation in cohorts could be also responsible for differences in sur-

vival then the older may be higher exposed to fail in comparison to the youngest ones. Other-

wise the sensitivity on exposure for censoring into the subfertile subgroup followed by one 

more intensive pre-selection in azoospermic men. Because of the supposed higher pre-

selection the high-risk cases may be earlier drop out from the study-population then more 

cases with lower susceptibility remain. 

 

5.2. Results from Cox Proportional Hazards Models estimates 

 

The estimation results of the Cox Models clarify the closely interactions between age-specific 

effects and fertility status to corresponding with risks to failure. It is also shown that the varie-

ties on survival aren’t really significant by comparing fertile and subfertile cases. Neverthe-

less the fertile cases face 3.5% higher risk (Table 4) in failure time than men with sperm 

counts less than 20Mio/mL. Awaring the within-group correlation for cohorts (Table 5), fer-

tile men will be slightly less exposed to fail than subfertile ones but the estimations are not 

significant.  The findings for three subgroup comparison indicate 16% and 22% higher hazard 

(Table 6) for normospermic and oligospermic men referred to the hazards of the azoospermic 

ones. The intensities of stringent exposure for normospermic and oligospermic males decline 

to 2.3% and 9.7% (Table 7) with attending the within-group correlation for the cohorts. 
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Because of its simplification in only estimating the regression between the population hazard 

and the covariates without regarding the within-group variance on the individual hazard one 

can’t rule out the impact of unobserved heterogeneity for the analysis. It has to be mention 

that effects heterogeneity on the individual hazard can lead to biased estimation results if it 

will not be detected. Another reason to scrutinize the estimations of the Cox Model is justify 

with its assumption of the semiparametric model (Ghosh and Ghosal, 2006) which makes the 

interpretations of the regression coefficients more complicated. Hence we used full-

parametric Frailty Models to figure out the existence and the intensity of unobserved hetero-

geneity for our study population. 

 

5.3. Results from Frailty Model estimates 

 

Only the models with the Gompertz distributed baseline functions provide consistent results 

for our frailty estimations. For both models (the comparison for fertile and subfertile and the 

subdivision in azoospermic, oligospermic and normospermic males) one can determine the 

evidence for unobserved heterogeneity although the values for (theta the variance on the indi-

vidual frailty) with 0.257 and 0.261 are very low, but the likelihood-ratio test for H0: 0=θ  

would be rejected, here at the 0.000 level.  Consequently we have to mistrust the estimations 

from the Cox Proportional Hazards Models, because these findings are only unbiased in case 

of 0=θ  with an individual frailty = 1.  For our special cases we can determine in the Frailty 

Gamma Model for comparing among the two subgroups (fertile and subfertile) one slightly 

lower risk (8%) to fail for fertile men,  conditionally be effected by the variance of individual 

frailty.  Furthermore for three subgroup analysis the findings of the Frailty Gamma Model 

show higher hazard (23%) for oligospermic men referring to the hazards of azoospermic ones. 

Finally one can conclude only significant differences in failure time for oligospermic and 

azoospermic men. Possible causes for this disparity could be explained by age-specific effects 

in decomposition and the different degrees on sensibility of susceptibility according Censor-

ing. 
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6. Discussion 

 

In many epidemiological studies the effects of unobserved heterogeneity have to be consid-

ered otherwise the estimation results will be biased. It is also shown that the findings for 

semiparametric and full-parametric models can be differing. Semiparametric models like the 

Cox Proportional Hazard Model assume constant hazard that means all individuals have the 

equal hazard risk. This assumption might not be really realistic because the individual hazard 

can also vary in course of the process time particularly if the within-group consistence of age 

also changes over time. In extreme cases the proportional-hazard-condition is strictly violated 

and leading to Mortality Crossing over then the consistence of the study population is totally 

different at the end than to the population at the time of the beginning for instance then the 

individuals turn from the high risk to the low risk population. In contrast  Frailty Models al-

lowing a mixture on the individual hazard level and purvey more reliable estimation results 

irrespective if the proportional-hazard-condition will be violated or not. 

 

Chart 3 Mortality Crossover (extreme case) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In our analysis the intensity of unobserved heterogeneity is very low but therefore one have to 

consider for the estimations.  It has to be mention that age-specific effects and within-group 

correlation in cohorts can be assert as the major reason for the disparity for azoospermic and 

oligospermic men and might be better predictors for the population hazards. For any other 

prospective covariates like preliminary diseases, genetics or any other health specific indica-

 

t in years 

Hx 

Pop 2 

Pop 1 

Mortality Crossover 
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tors one can’t find any association to the hazard function. We have to admit that our data set 

includes only minor information about co-morbidity on the individual level, because the ex-

amining doctors often missed to note all relevant preliminary diseases regarding the system of 

genitourinary.  So far we are only focusing on the analysis of the none-censored cases, be-

cause we could not identify the exact failure for all cases. Censoring also can evoke an un-

timely preselection in the azoospermic subgroup effecting that the high risk cases will be 

more selected and the azoospermic tend to less fail.   

 

Major causes of male infertility 

 

Eventually we are presenting a short overview about the causes for male infertility. About 

15% of couples being asses to infertility, nearly 40% of the time the infertility are due to male 

factors.  More of the half male infertility cases could be related to defined reason like varico-

cele, infections, hormone imbalances, blockage of the reproductive tract ducts, previous sur-

gery, x-ray and some behaviour specific causes lime consumption in tobacco or drugs and the 

exposure of heat for instance frequent attendance in sauna or tanning booth. Table 13 presents 

the frequency of these different reasons resulting in male infertility. 

 

Table 13 Major Causes of male infertility 

idiopatic subfertility 1,7%

varicocele 16,6%

infections 9,0%

hypogonadism 8,9%

abnormity of the testes 8,5%

disruption in deposition of semen 5,8%

chronical diseases 5,0%

immune factors 4,2%

testes tumor 2,3%

obstructions 1,5%

others 6,6%  

(Dorn 2007) 

 

In spite of the status of infertility for some male patients could not be explained by these pre-

sent known factors. That’s why the genetic disruptions become one of the most commonly 

diagnosed reasons for male infertility. In this context the Klinefelt-Syndrom with 5 percent is 

the most frequent diagnosed genetic disruption for infertile men with 44 times higher preva-

lence in comparison to the fertile ones (Küpker et. al 2007). The classical KS is caused by the 
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meiotic non-disjunction of the X-chromosome. In phenotypes these men have low volumes of 

testes, being more affected of azoospermia and having low concentrations in testosterone. The 

prevalence of chromosomal abnormity in infertile men varies from 2,1 – 8,6 percent. The ma-

jor chromosal disruption of men with defections in spermiogenesis is followed by the 

47,XXY-Karyotype, with 90 % of all male patients. During the last decades many studies 

have been focused on searching the association of the abnormities on Y-Chromosome regard-

ing the existence on male sub- or infertility. The responsible site of the spermiogenesis has be 

located on the long arm of Y-Chromosome (Yq11) and the two genes YRRM1 and YRRM2 

causing the intensities of azoospermia. 

In a study of genetics in male infertility Turek (2008) concludes that with diagnosis of oli-

gospermia the risk of chromosomal abnormalities is 2% and the risk of Y chromosome mi-

crodeletions of Y chromosome is 6-8% higher in comparison to the general population. In 

general, the lower the sperm count, the higher the change that a genetic cause is present. The 

Y chromosome microdeletion is often been inherited to the offspring if the father have an im-

balance in chromosome material. Then it’s often assumed that any son having inherited a de-

fection on Y chromosome will also be infertile like his father. But so far, there are known 

only a few observed cases of son being born to fathers with Y chromosome deletions after 

conception by assisted reproduction. 

 

Table 14 Quick Reference for Genetic Risks associated with Common Male infertility Diag-

noses. 

Diagnosis Chromosome Y chromosome CF Mutation/5T 

Abnormality RiskMicrodeletion Risk Allele Risk

Oligospermia (< 5 mil- 2-7% 6-8% Same as general popul.

lion sperm/mL)

Nonobstructive Azoo- 15% 13% Same as general popul.

spermia  

Turek (2008) 
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Tables 

 

Times Event Age Sex Type Times Event Age Sex Type

8, 16 1, 1 28 1 3 23, 13 1, 0 48 2 0

22, 28 1, 1 32 1 3 447, 318 1, 1 31, 32 2 3

30, 12 1, 1 10 1 3 24,  245 1, 1 16, 17 2 3

7, 9 1, 1 51 1 0 511, 30 1, 1 55, 56 2 0

53, 196 1, 1 69 2 1 15, 154 1, 1 51, 52 1 0

7, 333 1, 1 44 2 1 141, 8 1, 0 34 2 3

96, 38 1, 1 35 2 1 149, 70 0, 0 42 2 1

536, 25 1, 0 17 2 3 17, 4 1, 0 60 1 1

185, 177 1, 1 60 2 3 292, 114 1, 1 43, 44 2 3

22, 159 0, 0 53 2 0 15, 108 1, 0 44 2 3

152, 562 1, 1 46, 47 1 2 402, 24 1, 0 30 2 3

13, 66 1, 1 62, 63 2 1 39, 46 1, 0 42, 43 2 1

12, 40 1, 1 43 1 1 113, 201  0, 1 57, 58 2 1

132, 156 1, 1 10 2 0 34, 30 1, 1 52 2 1

2, 25 1, 1 53 1 0 130, 26 1, 1 54 2 0

27, 58 1, 1 56 2 1 5, 43 0, 1 50, 51 2 1

152, 30 1, 1 57 2 2 190, 5 1, 0 44, 45 2 0

119, 8 1, 1 22 2 3 54, 16 0, 0 42 2 3

6, 78 0, 1 52 2 2 63,8 1, 0 60 1 2  

 

The sex is given as 1 for males and 2 for females. The type of disease is specified with 0 = 

glumerulonephritis, 1= acute tubular nephropathy, 2 = polycystic kidney disease and 3 = oth-

ers. 
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Graph 1 Smoothed hazards for subfertile and fertile men 
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Graph 2 Smoothed hazards for azoospermic, oligospermic and normospermic men 
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Table 4   Cox Model for subfertile (reference) and fertile men with age at first examination,  

               tested by the shared frailty for cohort (gamma-distributed) 

                                                                              
                age_exam            1111....11110000111144446666            ....0000000044446666111133331111                22223333....00007777            0000....000000000000                    1111....000099992222444455556666                1111....111111110000555533339999
     fertile        1111....000033335555444488888888            ....0000555588883333222244443333                    0000....66662222            0000....555533336666                        ....999922227777222255558888                    1111....11115555666633335555
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =   ----8888555599993333....6666999900008888                                                                                    Prob > chi2     =                0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                            LR chi2(2222)      =                444455550000....88883333
Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                    Number of obs   =                        1111333399998888

Cox regression -- Breslow method for ties

 

Table 5   Cox Model for subfertile (reference) and fertile men with age at first examination,  

               tested by the  shared frailty for cohort (gamma-distributed) 

Likelihood-ratio test of theta=0: chibar2(01) =         666699992222....33335555 Prob>=chibar2 = 0000....000000000000
                                                                              
       theta        ....7777444477771111777744442222            ....6666777755559999666622226666
                                                                              
                age_exam        1111....111188883333555577777777            ....0000000055559999555544441111                33333333....55550000            0000....000000000000                    1111....111177771111999966665555                1111....111199995555333300005555
     fertile        ....9999666699999999111177775555            ....0000555544447777666622225555                ----0000....55554444            0000....555588889999                    ....8888666688883333111100007777                1111....000088883333444411114444
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =   ----8888222244447777....5555111144441111                                                                        Prob > chi2        =    0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                Wald chi2(2222)       =         1111111122223333....00004444

Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333                                                                                                                                    max =                         777733339999
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                                                                    avg =                         666699999999
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                        Obs per group: min =                         666655559999

Group variable: CCCCoooohhhhoooorrrrtttt
                                    Gamma shared frailty                   Number of groups   =                                 2222
         Breslow method for ties                Number of obs      =                     1111333399998888
Cox regression --
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Table 6     Cox Model for subfertile (reference) and fertile men with age at first examination,  

                 and Cohort 

                                                                              
                        Cohort        7777....111100001111888899995555            ....5555555566668888666677779999                22225555....00000000            0000....000000000000                    6666....000099990000111188886666                    8888....22228888111166667777
                age_exam        1111....111188884444000066667777            ....0000000055559999666688882222                33333333....55552222            0000....000000000000                    1111....111177772222444422227777                1111....111199995555888822222222
     fertile        ....9999777711112222333311116666            ....0000555544448888222299995555                ----0000....55552222            0000....666600005555                    ....8888666699994444999999998888                1111....000088884444888866666666
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =       ----8888222233339999....333322221111                                                                                    Prob > chi2     =                0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                            LR chi2(3333)      =            1111111155559999....55556666
Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                    Number of obs   =                        1111333399998888

Cox regression -- Breslow method for ties

Iteration 0:   log likelihood =     ----8888222233339999....333322221111
Refining estimates:
Iteration 4:   log likelihood =     ----8888222233339999....333322221111
Iteration 3:   log likelihood =     ----8888222233339999....333322221111
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = ----8888222233339999....4444777766663333
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = ----8888222277777777....9999111199992222
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = ----8888888811119999....1111000033334444

   analysis time _t:  dddduuuurrrraaaattttiiiioooonnnn____oooobbbbsssseeeerrrrvvvveeeedddd
         failure _d:  1111 (meaning all fail)

 

 

Table 7     Cox Model for azoospermic (reference), oligospermic and normospermic  

                 men with age at first examination  

 

                                                                              
                age_exam        1111....111100001111333399993333            ....0000000044446666000044442222                22223333....11110000            0000....000000000000                    1111....000099992222444400006666                1111....111111110000444455554444
                            oligo        1111....222222222222222266669999            ....1111111122224444444400001111                    2222....11118888            0000....000022229999                    1111....000022220000666611115555                1111....444466663333777766664444
       normo        1111....111155558888888822224444            ....0000999900002222666600008888                    1111....88889999            0000....000055558888                        ....999999994444777755558888                    1111....33334444999999995555
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =   ----8888555599991111....2222888888883333                                                                                    Prob > chi2     =                0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                            LR chi2(3333)      =                444455555555....66663333
Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                    Number of obs   =                        1111333399998888

Cox regression -- Breslow method for ties
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Table 8   Cox Model for azoospermic (the reference), oligospermic and  normospermic men 

               with age at first examination, shared frailty for cohort (gamma-distributed) 

Likelihood-ratio test of theta=0: chibar2(01) =         666688888888....55557777 Prob>=chibar2 = 0000....000000000000
                                                                              
       theta        ....7777444444445555777722228888            ....6666777733338888000066664444
                                                                              
                age_exam            1111....11118888333322225555                ....000000005555999955552222                33333333....44445555            0000....000000000000                    1111....111177771111666644441111                1111....111199994444999977773333
                            oligo        1111....000099997777777700004444            ....1111000011113333777733337777                    1111....00001111            0000....333311113333                    ....9999111155559999555588889999                    1111....33331111555555551111
       normo            1111....00002222333355553333            ....0000888800001111777788886666                    0000....33330000            0000....777766667777                    ....8888777777778888555522224444                1111....111199993333333388883333
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =   ----8888222244447777....0000000022223333                                                                        Prob > chi2        =    0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                Wald chi2(3333)       =         1111111122227777....22229999

Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333                                                                                                                                    max =                         777733339999
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                                                                    avg =                         666699999999
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                        Obs per group: min =                         666655559999

Group variable: CCCCoooohhhhoooorrrrtttt
                                    Gamma shared frailty                   Number of groups   =                                 2222
         Breslow method for ties                Number of obs      =                     1111333399998888
Cox regression --

 

 

Table 9   Cox Model for azoospermic (reference), oligospermic and normospermic  

                men with age at first examination, shared frailty for diseases (gamma-distributed) 

Likelihood-ratio test of theta=0: chibar2(01) =                 8888....55559999 Prob>=chibar2 = 0000....000000002222
                                                                              
       theta        ....0000888899996666444411113333            ....0000888899994444888833336666
                                                                              
                age_exam            1111....11110000222233333333            ....0000000044446666333366668888                22223333....11116666            0000....000000000000                        1111....00009999333322228888                1111....111111111111444455556666
                            oligo        1111....222200007777333333337777                ....111111111111777722224444                    2222....00004444            0000....000044442222                    1111....000000007777000077771111                1111....444444447777444422226666
       normo        1111....111144442222666600002222            ....0000888899995555999966668888                    1111....77770000            0000....000088889999                    ....9999777799998888222244441111                1111....333333332222444422221111
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =       ----8888555588886666....999999995555                                                                        Prob > chi2        =    0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                Wald chi2(3333)       =             555544443333....55556666

Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333                                                                                                                                    max =                     1111222244445555
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                                                                    avg =                         444466666666
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                        Obs per group: min =                             33339999

Group variable: ddddiiiisssseeeeaaaasssseeeessss
                                    Gamma shared frailty                   Number of groups   =                                 3333
         Breslow method for ties                Number of obs      =                     1111333399998888
Cox regression --
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Table 10  Cox Model for azoospermic (reference), oligospermic and normospermic  

                men with age at first examination and Cohort 

                                                                              
                        Cohort        7777....000077772222666600003333            ....5555555555550000555577779999                22224444....99993333            0000....000000000000                    6666....000066664444222244449999                8888....222244448888666622226666
                age_exam        1111....111188883333777722228888                ....000000005555999966667777                33333333....44446666            0000....000000000000                        1111....11117777222200009999                1111....111199995555444488881111
                            oligo        1111....000099994444555577772222            ....1111000011110000999944449999                    0000....99998888            0000....333322228888                    ....9999111133333333222288886666                1111....333311111111777788881111
       normo        1111....000022223333222255556666            ....0000888800001111555533337777                    0000....22229999            0000....777766669999                    ....8888777777776666222233331111                1111....111199993333000055556666
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =   ----8888222233338888....8888444400002222                                                                                    Prob > chi2     =                0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                            LR chi2(4444)      =            1111111166660000....55553333
Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                    Number of obs   =                        1111333399998888

Cox regression -- Breslow method for ties

Iteration 0:   log likelihood = ----8888222233338888....8888444400002222
Refining estimates:
Iteration 4:   log likelihood = ----8888222233338888....8888444400002222
Iteration 3:   log likelihood = ----8888222233338888....8888444400002222
Iteration 2:   log likelihood = ----8888222233339999....0000000099995555
Iteration 1:   log likelihood = ----8888222277778888....1111666677772222
Iteration 0:   log likelihood = ----8888888811119999....1111000033334444

   analysis time _t:  dddduuuurrrraaaattttiiiioooonnnn____oooobbbbsssseeeerrrrvvvveeeedddd
         failure _d:  1111 (meaning all fail)

 

Table 11   Gamma Frailty Model with Gompertz distributed baseline function for fertile  

                 and subfertile man 

Likelihood-ratio test of theta=0: chibar2(01) =             44442222....88885555 Prob>=chibar2 = 0000....000000000000
                                                                              
       theta              ....2222555577775555222222226666            ....0000444477777777000099996666                                                                                        ....1111777799991111000099995555                ....3333777700002222666644444444
                                                                              
     /ln_the          ----1111....333355556666666644448888            ....1111888855552222666633336666                ----7777....33332222            0000....000000000000                ----1111....777711119999777755558888            ----....9999999933335555333377779999
      /gamma              ....2222666600006666555555552222            ....0000000088889999222277776666                22229999....22220000            0000....000000000000                    ....2222444433331111555577774444                    ....222277778888111155553333
                                                                              
      Cohort              9999....666644447777555544441111            ....8888888888886666555555556666                22224444....66661111            0000....000000000000                    8888....000055553333999988881111                    11111111....5555555566664444
    age_exam              1111....222266662222666600007777            ....0000111133338888444433332222                22221111....22227777            0000....000000000000                    1111....222233335555777766664444                1111....222299990000000033333333
     fertile              ....9999222288887777000000006666            ....0000666633337777000033334444                ----1111....00008888            0000....222288881111                    ....8888111111118888777733333333                1111....000066662222333333339999
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =       666600007777....11116666333344441111                                                                                    Prob > chi2     =                0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                            LR chi2(3333)      =            1111333300009999....66662222
Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                    Number of obs   =                        1111333399998888

                       GGGGaaaammmmmmmmaaaa    ffffrrrraaaaiiiillllttttyyyy
Gompertz regression -- log relative-hazard form 
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Table 12 Gamma Frailty Model with Gompertz distributed baseline function for azoospermic 

                Oligospermic and normospermic men 

 

Likelihood-ratio test of theta=0: chibar2(01) =             44445555....11114444 Prob>=chibar2 = 0000....000000000000
                                                                              
       theta                  ....222266661111333333333333            ....0000444477772222222288885555                                                                                            ....111188883333333388885555                    ....333377772222444411113333
                                                                              
     /ln_the              ----1111....33334444111199996666            ....1111888800007777222211117777                ----7777....44443333            0000....000000000000                ----1111....666699996666111166668888            ----....9999888877777777555511118888
      /gamma              ....2222666611116666666644444444            ....0000000088889999111122228888                22229999....33336666            0000....000000000000                    ....2222444444441111999955557777                ....2222777799991111333333331111
                                                                              
      Cohort              9999....666622220000888822224444            ....8888888877770000555522223333                22224444....55555555            0000....000000000000                    8888....000033330000222277774444                11111111....55552222666644441111
    age_exam              1111....222266663333666699991111            ....0000111133338888000088882222                22221111....44442222            0000....000000000000                    1111....222233336666999911115555                1111....222299991111000044446666
       oligo              1111....222222229999999999994444            ....1111333399991111444477776666                    1111....88883333            0000....000066667777                        ....999988885555333388889999                1111....555533335555333311118888
       normo              1111....000044445555555599996666            ....0000999999995555444400002222                    0000....44447777            0000....666644440000                    ....8888666677776666222200005555                1111....222266660000000077779999
                                                                              
          _t   Haz. Ratio   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

Log likelihood  =       666600008888....88885555777744442222                                                                                    Prob > chi2     =                0000....0000000000000000
                                                                                                                                                                                                            LR chi2(4444)      =            1111333311113333....00001111
Time at risk    =                             44449999444488883333
No. of failures =                                 1111333399998888
No. of subjects =                                 1111333399998888                                                                                    Number of obs   =                        1111333399998888

                       GGGGaaaammmmmmmmaaaa    ffffrrrraaaaiiiillllttttyyyy
Gompertz regression -- log relative-hazard form 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


